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PARTNERSHIPS

As the world business organisation, we have the network and experience to offer you an unrivalled opportunity 
to build partnerships around the world.

Align your firm or firm with one of the world’s leading international arbitral institutions and ADR centres. Our 
events provide an exclusive opportunity to showcase and share your firm or firm’s contribution to the field of 
arbitration and ADR, while connecting with leading dispute resolution professionals across the world.

ABOUT THE ICC INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION

The ICC International Court of Arbitration® is the world’s leading arbitral institution. Since 1923, we have 
been helping to resolve difficulties in international commercial and business disputes to support trade and 
investment.

We perform an essential role by providing individuals, businesses and governments alike with a variety  
of customisable services for every stage of their dispute.

ABOUT ICC INSTITUTE OF WORLD BUSINESS LAW

The ICC Institute of World Business Law is a think-tank that provides research, training and information  
to the legal profession concerned with the development of international business law.

The ICC Institute’s main objectives are to foster wider knowledge and the development of the law and 
practices of international business, through close cooperation and discussions between practitioners and 
scholars and through training and research.
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5 REASONS TO SPONSOR ICC ARBITRATION EVENTS 

1. Strong branding: Give your firm global recognition

Sponsoring our conferences and associating yourself with a strong international brand will give your firm 
global recognition. Enhance your image with our many branding possibilities and opt for a tailored package  
to suit your marketing needs. 

2. Networking: As a truly global organisation, we have a global audience

Forge high-level relationships with key players in the arbitration world. As our conferences are widely attended 
by an international community, they offer a unique opportunity to network with world-renowned experts.  
Our events offer numerous occassions for networking, facilitating communication to plan meetings prior  
and during events. 

3. Strategic locations: Regional conferences in key arbitration hubs

Market your products and services in key regions of the world for international arbitration development. Our 
conferences provide a unified platform to learn and discuss developments affecting international arbitration 
and strategic stakes in the different regions. From the Americas to Europe, from Africa to Asia, our events are 
spread out around the world, in axes relevant to international arbitration. 

4. Technology: Be part of a connected network. 

With an exclusive extended database of over 50,000 professionals, we are able to connect key players in the 
arbitration world. We promote our events and highlight our sponsors to our 17,000 followers on social media. 
With the ICC Events App, our participants can communicate, share their opinions, and network with sponsors 
and partners. Participants are not only connected during conferences, but notified of our upcoming events and 
kept up-to-date with our current partnerships. Sponsors benefit from premium App visability, which includes 
sponsor logo and firm description.

5. Knowledgeable topics

Gain valuable insight into the latest developments in international arbitration. The events of the ICC 
International Court of Arbitration address and examine today’s most significant developments in international 
arbitration. Be part of the discussions and become a protagonist in the field.
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DATES ACTIVITY LOCATION

3-4 March 2019 7th ICC MENA Conference Abu Dhabi, UAE 

1 April 2019 3rd ICC European Conference Paris, France

27-28 May 2019 (TBC)
ICC-FIDIC Conference on International 
Construction Contracts and Dispute 
Resolution

São Paulo, Brazil

17-19 June 2019 4th ICC Africa Conference Lagos, Nigeria

25-26 June 2019 5th ICC Asia Conference Singapore

3-4 October 2019 14th ICC New York Conference New York, USA

TBC, October 2019
ICC-FIDIC Conference on International 
Construction Contracts and Dispute 
Resolution

TBC, China 

10-12 November 2019 17th ICC Miami Conference Miami, USA

17 December 2019 39th Annual Conference of the ICC
Institute of World Business Law Paris, France

17 December 2019 ICC Institute Prize Paris, France

2018-2020 ICC Advanced Arbitration
Academy for Asia

China, India, Hong Kong,
Japan, Singapore

PACKAGES INCLUDING SEVERAL EVENTS BENEFIT FROM A SPECIAL DISCOUNT.

UPCOMING EVENTS 2019 
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Experts in international commercial dispute resolution will converge for the 7th time on 3-4 March 2019.  
This conference is the perfect opportunity for arbitrators in the region to express views and experience  
in interactive debates with renowned specialists in the field. The 2018 edition was a great success bringing 
together over 200 participants from 26 countries.

Sponsors receive maximum visibility during the promotional phase, onsite and also following the conference. 
As a truly global organisation, we have a global audience.

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€20,000

GOLD
€14,000

SILVER
 €10,000

BRONZE
 €7,000

Exclusive cocktail sponsor  
OR exclusive event App sponsor 

Option to send an announcement to participants 

Additional cocktail reception invitations 5 3

Sponsor a lunch  
Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards  
OR notebooks & pens OR folders (as available)   

Sponsor a coffee break  
(opportunity maybe shared depending on availability)   

Complimentary entries 
(each valued €1,200) 5 3 2 1

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description in the event App 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)    

Signage at venue + logo on promotional 
& on-site materials & website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: cocktail reception, event App
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break
>   There are 3 lunches and 6 coffee breaks scheduled
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a dinner to be entirely procured by the sponsor
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs. 

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-mena-conf

7TH ICC MENA CONFERENCE  
ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 
3-4 MARCH 2019, ABU DHABI, UAE
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This third annual conference is a ‘‘must attend’’ for arbitration professionals who want to keep up to date 
with the latest institutional developments and the evolution of arbitration in Europe. Sponsoring an ICC 
conference offers an ideal opportunity to promote your firm or organisation. Ensure that your organisation 
is visible at one of the most important international arbitration events of the year. Sponsorship opportunities 
are available at all levels.

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€17,000

GOLD
€13,000

SILVER
 €10,000

BRONZE
 €7,000

Exclusive event App Sponsor OR exclusive Breakfast 
session Sponsor 

Additional reception invitations 5 3 

Sponsor a lunch (as available)  
Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR water 
bottles OR notebooks & pens (as available)   

Sponsor a coffee break (opportunity maybe shared 
depending on availability)   

Complimentary entries (each valued at €1092) 5 3 2 1

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass 
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description in the event App (number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)    

Signage at venue + logo on promotional 
& on-site materials & website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: App Sponsor, Breakfast session Sponsor 
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break
>   There are 1 lunch and 3 coffee breaks scheduled
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts 
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a dinner to be entirely procured by the sponsor
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs. 

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-euro-conf

3RD ICC EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON 
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION IN EUROPE
1 APRIL 2019, PARIS, FRANCE
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Experts in international commercial dispute resolution and the world’s leading construction practitioners will 
gather twice for the first time ever for our 17th consecutive ICC-FIDIC Conference.

Brazil will host the first edition in May 2019 with the second location in China slated for October. Both 
conferences will offer an aligned programme with a regional focus to examine pivotal trends in the world’s key 
locations for the construction industry.

This event is the perfect platform to express your views and to experience interactive debates with renowned 
specialists. Sponsorship opportunities are available at all levels with a special 20% package reduction for both 
events.

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€13,000

GOLD
€10,000

SILVER
 €7,000

BRONZE
 €5,000

Exclusive cocktail reception sponsor OR exclusive 
event App sponsor (as available)     

Opportunity to give a welcome address 
during the reception     

Additional reception invitations 5 3   

Sponsor a lunch (as available)      

Option to send an announcement to participants    

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR  
notebooks & pens OR conference folders (as available)     

Sponsor a coffee break (as available)   
Complimentary entries
(each valued at €750) 5 3 2 1

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description in the event App (number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)    

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
and on-site materials + website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: cocktail reception, App
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break 
>   There are 2 lunches and 6 coffee breaks scheduled 
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a dinner to be entirely procured by the sponsor 
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs.

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-icc-fidic-conf 

ICC-FIDIC CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
27-28 MAY 2019 (TBC), SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL
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4TH ICC AFRICA CONFERENCE  
ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
17-19 JUNE 2019, LAGOS, NIGERIA 

The ICC Africa Regional Arbitration Conference is a “must attend” for arbitration professionals who want 
to keep up to date on the latest development and insights in international arbitration. Africa is currently 
experiencing an upsurge in international arbitration. With a line-up of top class speakers and topical 
discussions, the conference provides an excellent opportunity to network and build skills.

Ensure that your organisation is visible at one of the most important international arbitration events of the year. 

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINIUM
€20,000

GOLD
€14,000

SILVER
 €10,000

BRONZE
 €7,000

Exclusive dinner sponsor OR exclusive cocktail reception 
sponsor OR exclusive event App sponsor (as available)     

Additional dinner invitations  5 3   

Reserved dinner table 2 tables 1 table   

TV interview 2 minutes 1 minute  

Sponsor breakfast or lunch (as available)  

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR notebooks 
OR folders (as available)   

Sponsor a coffee break 
(opportunity maybe shared depending on availability)   

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Complimentary entries 8 4 2 1

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 8 4 3 2

Logo + description in the event App (number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)    

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
& on-site materials & website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: dinner, cocktail reception, dinner, App sponsor
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: breakfast, lunch, coffee break
>   There are 3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 6 coffee breaks, 1 cocktail reception and 1 dinner scheduled
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs.

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-africa-conf
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The 5th Annual Asia Conference is an ideal occasion for practising lawyers, corporate counsel, arbitrators  
and mediators, business professionals and academics coming from or doing business in Asia to stay up to date 
with the latest regional developments. The conference will offer a line-up of top-class speakers, a series  
of roundtables, plenaries and discussions and an exceptional opportunity for networking.

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS GOLD
€14,000

SILVER
 €10,000

BRONZE
 €7,000

Exclusive dinner sponsor OR exclusive event App sponsor  
(as available)    

Additional dinner invitations 3  

Sponsor a lunch (as available) 
Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR notebooks OR folders 
(as available)  

Sponsor a coffee break 
(opportunity maybe shared depending on availability)  

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)   

Complimentary entries (each valued at $750) 4 2 1

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 4 3 1

Logo + description in the event App (number of words) 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag   
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social media channels 
(to be approved by ICC)   

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
& on-site materials & website   

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: dinner, App sponsor
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break
>   Activities scheduled : 2 lunch and 6 coffee breaks
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a cocktail reception to be entirely procured by the sponsor
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs. 

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-asia-conf

5TH ICC ASIA CONFERENCE  
ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
25-26 JUNE 2019, SINGAPORE
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The 14th ICC New York Conference will reunite members of the ICC Court and Secretariat, along with world-
renowned practitioners, to lead an interactive discussion on the main questions being asked in international 
arbitration today with a particular focus on North America. This conference seeks to create a highly interactive 
environment and lively debate among arbitrators, legal practitioners, in-house counsel, and academics who 
wish to learn more about developments in international dispute resolution. 

Sponsoring this ICC conference offers an ideal opportunity to promote your firm or organisation. Ensure that 
your organisation is visible at one of the most important international arbitration events of the year! 

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€16,000

GOLD
€13,000

SILVER
 €10,000

BRONZE
 €7,000

Exclusive cocktail reception sponsor OR exclusive  
event App sponsor (as available)     

Opportunity to give a welcome address during the 
cocktail reception (as available)     

Additional reception invitations 5 3   

Sponsor a lunch (as available)      

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR 
notebooks OR screens (as available)     

Sponsor a coffee break 
(opportunity maybe shared depending on availability)     

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass 
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Complimentary entries (each valued at US$865) 5 3 2 1

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description on on the event App 
(number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)   

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
& on-site materials & website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: cocktail reception, conference App
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break 
>   There are 2 lunches and 6 coffee breaks scheduled 
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts 
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a dinner to be entirely procured by the sponsor 
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs.

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-ny-conf

14TH ICC NEW YORK CONFERENCE 
ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
3-4 OCTOBER 2019 , NEW YORK
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Experts in international commercial dispute resolution and the world’s leading construction practitioners will 
gather twice for the first time ever for our 17th consecutive ICC-FIDIC Conference. 

Brazil will host the first edition in May 2019 with the second location in China slated for October. Both 
conferences will offer an aligned programme with a regional focus to examine pivotal trends in the world’s  
key locations for the construction industry.

This event is the perfect platform to express your views and to experience interactive debates with renowned 
specialists. Sponsorship opportunities are available at all levels with a special 20% package reduction for both 
events.

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€13,000

GOLD
€10,000

SILVER
 €7,000

BRONZE
 €5,000

Exclusive cocktail reception sponsor OR exclusive 
event App sponsor (as available)     

Opportunity to give a welcome address 
during the reception     

Additional reception invitations 5 3   

Sponsor a lunch (as available)      

Option to send an announcement to participants    

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards OR  
notebooks & pens OR conference folders (as available)     

Sponsor a coffee break (as available)   
Complimentary entries
(each valued at €750) 5 3 2 1

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description in the event App (number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)    

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
and on-site materials + website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: cocktail reception, App
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break 
>   There are 2 lunches and 6 coffee breaks scheduled 
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts
>   Platinum level opportunity to host a dinner to be entirely procured by the sponsor 
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs.

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-icc-fidic-conf 

ICC-FIDIC CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
TBC, OCTOBER, TBC, CHINA
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ICC’s annual Miami conference is the key forum for understanding international commercial arbitration in Latin 
America. This flagship conference has become the most important gathering of the Latin American arbitration 
community for its content and excellent opportunity to network. The 2018 edition of the event was an absolute 
success with over 630 participants attending representing close to 40 countries.

Sponsoring this conference will give your firm global recognition to reach arbitrators, in-house counsel, 
business people, and legal practitioners involved in international trade and dispute resolution. Along with increasing 
brand awareness, your firm also takes centre stage in the developments of international arbitration.  
Through this sponsorship you have the opportunity to reach thousands of legal practitioners worldwide.

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference:

SPONSOR BENEFITS PLATINUM 
€30,000

GOLD
€20,000

SILVER
 €13,000

BRONZE
 €10,000

Exclusive gala dinner sponsor OR exclusive cocktail 
reception sponsor OR exclusive networking room 
sponsor OR exclusive event App sponsor (as available)

    

Reserved gala dinner table 
Additional visibility on event App 
Sponsor a lunch (as available)       

Sponsor photo booth OR the translation booth OR 
cell phone charging stations     

Additional social event invitations  5 3   

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards  
OR notebooks & pens OR water bottles OR screens     

Sponsor a coffee break (as available)     

Complimentary registration (each valued over €1,957) 6 4 2 1

Exhibition space + exhibitor pass (Table maybe shared)    
Special reduced entries (20% reduction) 6 4 3 1

Logo + description on the event App (number of words) 250 200 150 100

Opportunity to include gift in participant bag    
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social 
media channels (to be approved by ICC)   

Signage at venue + Logo on promotional  
& on-site materials & website    

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity: gala dinner, cocktail reception, networking room, main App sponsor
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity:  lunch, photo booth, translation booth, coffee break
>   There are 3 lunches and 8 coffee breaks scheduled
>   Sponsor to cover costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders, gifts, the networking room and cocktail

For more information visit www. iccwbo.org/sponsor-miami-conf

17TH ICC MIAMI CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL 
ARBITRATION IN LATIN AMERICA
10–12 NOVEMBER 2019, MIAMI
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The ICC Institute of World Business Law, which acts as a think-tank working closely with the ICC International 
Court of Arbitration, is composed of a Council of 37 members from 18 countries, all experienced professionals 
or academics in international business law or international commercial arbitration, as well as over 260 
members from around the world. In line with its philosophy of excellence, the ICC Institute organises this 
annual conference, an occasion for legal experts to deliberate on a topical issue and contribute towards 
reflection on new practices in international arbitration.

ICC offers your firm many ways to sponsor this conference: 

SPONSOR BENEFITS GOLD 
€10,000

SILVER
€8,000

BRONZE
 €5,000

Exclusive event App sponsor (as available)    

Partner address during social event 

Opportunity to host a social event 

Sponsor a lunch     

Opportunity to provide bags OR lanyards 
OR notebooks OR folders (as available)    

Additional reception invitations  4 2  

Sponsor a coffee break (as available)  
Exhibition space + exhibitor pass
(Table maybe shared depending on availability)    

Logo + description in the event App (number of words)  200  150  100

Complimentary registration (each valued at €1092) 4 2 1

Special reduced registrations (20% reduction) 5 2 1

Opportunity to include gift / promotional material in participant bag   
Company graphic promoted via ICC Arbitration social media channels 
(to be approved by ICC)   

Signage at venue + logo on promotional  
& on-site materials & website   

>   1 sponsor maximum per activity:  App sponsor
>   2 sponsors maximum per activity: lunch, coffee break
>   Activities scheduled: 1 lunch, 3 coffee breaks
>   Sponsor is responsible for procurement costs of the bags, lanyards, notebooks, folders and gifts 
Tailor-made packages are available to suit your firm’s needs.

For more information visit www.iccwbo.org/sponsor-institute-conf

39TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE  
ICC INSTITUTE OF WORLD BUSINESS LAW
17 DECEMBER 2019, PARIS, FRANCE
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ICC INSTITUTE PRIZE
17 DECEMBER 2019, PARIS, FRANCE

The biennial ICC Institute of World Business Law Prize aims to contribute towards the understanding and progress 
of international commercial law around the world and to encourage those engaged in focused research on legal 
issues affecting international business. The prize of €10 000 is designed to recognise excellent legal writing in the 
field of international commercial law, including arbitration. 

Launched in 2007 the prize has become renowned worldwide, drawing 23 entries from 14 countries in 2017. 
Doctoral dissertations and long essays submitted cover a broad range of legal issues and have to date included 
titles such as Arbitration confronted to Parallel Proceedings; Arbitration and Sport; The prohibition of the 
review on the substance of the arbitration award and The participation of private persons in the settlement 
of international economic disputes: the enlargement of legal standing in the WTO (which has since been 
published by Bruylant); Arbitration of tax disputes in international investment law.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR EVERY MARKETING GOAL *

Sponsoring the Prize aligns your organisation with promotion of international commercial law. Along with 
increasing brand awareness, your organisation also fosters the development of tomorrow’s legal professionals. 

Your firm may choose to sponsor the ICC Prize at a rate of €5 000.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

> Verbal recognition during award ceremony

> Five complimentary invitations to the award ceremony

>  Two complimentary invitations to the ICC Annual Meeting of the Institute of World Business Law (event 
preceding award ceremony) each valued at €1,092

> Exhibition space at award ceremony

> Opportunity to include branded materials for delegate packs

INCREASE YOUR VISIBILITY 

Consider sponsoring both the ICC Institute Prize and the ICC Annual Meeting of the Institute which will take 
place on 17 December 2019 in Paris. 

Sponsor both activities at a discounted price of 30%.

*This opportunity is open to two firms  
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ICC ADVANCED ARBITRATION  
ACADEMY FOR ASIA
JUNE 2018-MARCH 2020, CHINA, INDIA, HONG KONG, JAPAN, SINGAPORE

In 2018–2020 the ICC International Court of Arbitration and the ICC Institute of World Business Law organise the 
first-ever ICC Advanced Arbitration Academy for Asia. 

This advanced programme covers the main stages of the arbitration proceedings from an arbitrator’s point of view. 
It aims at improving legal knowledge and developing practical skills such as efficient case management and drafting, 
to allow participants to become capable of acting as arbitrators in international arbitration cases. This programme is 
designed primarily for senior and upper mid-level arbitration practitioners interested in pursuing a career as an arbitrator. 

Sponsoring the Arbitration Academy is an opportunity for extended brand awareness, placing your firm front and 
centre in the developments of international arbitration. Sponsors benefit from extended visibility and networking 
opportunities with high-level members of the ICC Institute and ICC Court during social events.

The course is organised over two years, divided into eight one-day workshops which take place every three months 
in six different cities. Each workshop is limited to 40 participants.

DATES AND LOCATION

2019
> Workshop IV: Provisional Remedies, Security for Costs | Tokyo, Japan | 8 March 
> Workshop V: Evidence | Singapore | 28 June 
> Workshop VI: Hearing | Hong Kong | 20 September
> Workshop VII: Award | Beijing, China | 6 December

2020
> Workshop VIII: Scrutiny, Delivering Award, Enforcement | Singapore | 6 March

SPONSORSHIP PRICING 

> One workshop  €2,000
> Two workshops €3,500
> Three workshops  €4,500
> Four workshops €5,000
> Five workshops €5,500

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS*

Exclusive host of a social event (A key representative from your firm has the opportunity to give a speech)

Exhibition table (Ideal space to promote your firm’s activities and interact with all participants)

Opportunity to include branded gift (To be procured by sponsor and pre-approved by ICC)

Logo on all promotional materials (Website + social media + intranet + emails to network and participants)

*Benefits available limited to location and accessibility 
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The ICC International Court of Arbitration® organises various conferences in collaboration with ICC’s National 
Committees and Regional Court offices. Our diverse arbitration events offer your firm excellent visibility and 
client acquisition in your target market. 

Please contact ICC Sponsorship Project Manager, Sandra Sanchez Nery, at ssy@iccwbo.org if you are interested 
in sponsoring any of the 2019 events from the list below. 

>  6TH ITA-IEL-ICC JOINT CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL ENERGY ARBITRATION  
24-25 January, Houston, Texas, USA 

The ICC International Court of Arbitration®, the Institute for Transnational Arbitration (ITA) and the Institute  
for Energy Law (IEL) of the Centre for American and International Law converge for their sixth annual review 
of the year past and the year ahead in the arbitration of international disputes in the energy industry.

>  14TH ICC INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL MEDIATION COMPETITION  
7-13 February, Paris, France

The ICC Mediation Competition is the world’s largest moot exclusively devoted to international commercial 
mediation. Organised by ICC’s International Centre for ADR, the event gathers over 350 students and coaches 
every year, in addition to 130 professional mediators and mediation trainers from all over the world.

>  8TH ICC BRAZILIAN ARBITRATION DAY  
25-28 March, São Paulo, Brazil

The 8th edition of ICC Brazilian Arbitration Day, co-organized by the ICC Court and ICC Brazil, will bring 
together world-class arbitration and ADR experts to give an overview of the most recent developments  
and hot topics in alternative dispute resolution.

>  2ND ICC COLOMBIA ARBITRATION DAY  
28 May, Bogota, Colombia 

The 2nd edition of the ICC Colombia Arbitration Day will bring around 200 participants from in and around 
Colombia to express their views and engage in interactive debates with world class arbitration experts.

>  16TH ICC LATIN AMERICAN GROUP MEETING + ICC, ITA, ALARB CONFERENCE  
3-4 September, Medellin, Colombia

The ICC Latin American Arbitration Group is a private event dedicated to the exchange of information and the 
most recent developments and issues of arbitration in the Latin-American region. The 16th annual meeting will be 
held in Medellin, Colombia. At the occasion of this meeting, we are also organizing an ICC Conference along with 
the Institute for Transnational Arbitration (ITA) and The Latin American Association of Arbitration (ALarb).

ICC COURT REGIONAL  
EVENTS 



  ICC ARBITRATION EVENTS SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

2ND ICC EUROPEAN CONFERENCE
PARIS, APRIL 2018

6TH ICC MENA CONFERENCE
DUBAI, MAY 2018

4TH ICC ASIA CONFERENCE 
HONG KONG, JUNE 2018

ICC - FIDIC CONFERENCE
TBILISI, SEPTEMBER 2018

16TH ICC MIAMI CONFERENCE
MIAMI, NOVEMBER 2018

3RD ICC AFRICA CONFERENCE
LAGOS, JUNE 2018

13TH ICC NEW YORK CONFERENCE
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 2018

AN INSIGHT INTO SOME OF OUR 
PAST CONFERENCES
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SANDRA SANCHEZ NERY 
Sponsorship Project Manager
International Chamber of Commerce

T +33 (0)1 49 53 28 42 
M +33 (0)6 83 89 69 28
E sandra.sancheznery@iccwbo.org
www.iccwbo.org/about-us/partnerships/

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
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